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Strength of Topologically Induced Magnetic Moments in a Quantum Device
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We consider resonant vortices around nodal points of the wave function describing electron transpor
through a mesoscopic device. With a suitable choice of the device geometry, the dominating
role is played by single vortices with a preferred orientation. To characterize the strength of the
resulting magnetic moment, we have introduced a “magnetance,” the quantity defined in analogy
with the device conductance. Its basic properties and possible experimental detection are discussed
[S0031-9007(97)05255-1]
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The topological structure of quantum mechanical wa
functions is responsible for many observable phenome
One of its prominent consequences is the existence of
tices. They have already been observed in macrosc
quantum systems, rotating superfluid helium, and sup
conductors. In general, their existence is connected w
the time reversal symmetry breaking. The first exam
of such a topological effect was already given in the ve
early days of the quantum theory. It concerns the pro
bility current density of a single electron defined conve
tionally by

$js$rd  sh̄ympd Im fc̄s$rd $=cs$rdg , (1)

which may be nontrivial once the wave functionc is
complex. In systems with open geometry a nonze
probability current refers to an electron transport throu
the system, i.e., from the source to a drain. Dirac
pointed out that the quantum probability current m
exhibit a vortex structure around nodal points (zero
of the corresponding wave function. The effect w
later discussed by Hirschfelder [2]. Recently it has be
demonstrated numerically that the current in topologica
nontrivial devices exhibits pronounced vortices the fo
and magnitude of which changes quickly with the ener
[3–7] and applied magnetic field [8]. The experimen
evidence of their existence is of particular interest.

The direct consequence of a vortex is a nonzero m
netic moment, which has to depend on the applied curr
in a similar way as the device conductance. The natu
physical quantity representing a vortex structure stren
is thus the device “magnetance” given by the ratio of t
magnetic moment and applied voltage drop. To anal
the effect of vortices to the electron transport and ma
netance we will limit our consideration to devices wi
two-dimensional gas of spinless electrons. Main attent
will be payed to the simple device formed by a piece
the one-dimensional wire with tangentially attached circ
lar cavity (a quantum dot) as sketched in Fig. 1. It may
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expected that there appears a dominating circulating cu
rent in analogy with the classical gas flow. This structur
is thus the natural candidate for an experimental attem
to observe electron vortices.

The vortices are closely related with the topologica
structure of the phase. To be more explicit, let us writ
the wave function as

c 
p

r eiS , (2)

where r is the probability density of the particle andS
is the corresponding phase. The latter is defined modu

FIG. 1. The model device geometry with phase cuts (soli
lines) for the energy indicated in Fig. 2 by the arrow. The
window between the wire and the cavity equals5y4 of the
wire width w and the cavity radiusR  5wy3. Corresponding
current density is illustrated by arrows.
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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2p and assumes conventionally values in the interv
f0, 2pd . In the two-dimensional case it is possible t
identify the configuration space with a region in th
complex plane and to treat a possible multivaluedness
S in terms of its analytical structure, especially cuts an
branching points corresponding to different Riemannia
sheets of this function.

Existence of a branching point on the phase Rieman
ian surface implies appearance of a vortex in the cor
sponding quantum probability flow [2]. Inserting (2) into
(1) we get

$js$rd 
h̄

mp
rs$rd $=Ss$rd . (3)

The vector $y  sh̄ympd $=S can be regarded as a velocity
of the corresponding probability flow. For a closed curv
G the vorticity of $y along G is thusI

G

$y d$l 
h̄

mp
dS  2p

h̄
mp

m ;

m  0, 61, 62, . . . , (4)
where dS is the phase change when winding once arou
the curve. Since the wave function (2) must be sing
valued, the differencedS can only be equal to a multiple
of 2p . If the phaseS has no singularities insideG,
the contour can be shrunk into a point in which case t
vorticity is zero. If, on the other hand,G encircles a
nodal point of c , the phase is ambiguous at this poin
and the integerm may be nonzero. In this situation
the corresponding probability current exhibits a vorte
centered at the nodal point.

In quantum devices three basic topological situatio
can occur (see Fig. 1):

(a) A phase cut starts and ends at the boundary
the system. This is typical for integrable systems. As
simple example, consider the transport through a strai
quantum waveguide of the widthw parallel to thex axis.
If the incident wave is in thenth transverse mode, the
wave function has the form

ck,nsx, yd 

s
1

pw
eikx sin

pny
w

, (5)

where n is the mode number and h̄2s k2 1

p2n2yw2dy2mp is the particle energy. In this case
the phaseS  kx is monotonically increasing in the lon-
gitudinal direction and its cuts are located at the segme
x  2pjyk , j  . . . , 21, 0, 1, . . . , parallel to thex axis.
Their end points lie at the boundaryy  0, w . They are
physically irrelevant being not branching points.

(b) The cut starts at the boundary and ends at so
nodal point inside the system. The internal end point is
branching point which is related to a single vortex.

(c) The cut connects two nodal points of the wav
function. Both end points are branching points whic
correspond to a pair of vortices rotating in opposi
directions.

To define the vortex magnetance we will follow th
scattering approach [9], generally accepted in the transp
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theory of quantum devices. To establish conductance of
two-terminal device, infinitely long ideal leads are placed
between the device (scattering region) and electron rese
voirs (source and drain) allowing an explicit asymptotic
form of scattering wave functions. The obtained transmis
sion coefficientT sEd is used to relate the applied current
J and the chemical potential difference between rese
voirs Dm. In the limiting case of vanishingDm and at
zero temperature the electron transport is determined
properties of electrons at the Fermi energyEF , and we
have

J 
e
h

T sEFd Dm . (6)

The applied current is responsible for a nonzero an
gular momentum of the system. It can be divided into
two parts: momentum of the center of mass and the m
mentum due to electron motion relative to the center o
mass. The later one originates in circulating currents giv
ing rise to a magnetic moment$M ; s0, 0, Md represent-
ing their strength. Angular momentum of the center o
mass is controlled by the current density within the idea
leads only.

In the simplest case of one-dimensional ideal lead
having a common axis the angular momentum of th
center of mass can easily be evaluated. It is controlle
by the product T sEFdg0sEFd$j0s$rd with g0sEFd and
$j0s$rd being the density of states and current density
respectively, within the system without the scattering
region (the device is replaced by the lead). In this cas
we get the vortex magnetance in the following form:

$MsEFd
Dm


e

2c

Z
sssgsEFd$js$rd 2 T sEFdg0sEFd$j0s$rdddd

3 $r d2r , (7)

wheregsEd denotes the density of states of the considere
system. The magnetance defined in this way characteriz
the vortex structure of the studied device and it is
invariant with respect to coordinate system translations.

The expression, Eq. (7), is applicable to the devic
sketched in Fig. 1. To stress the effect of the device ge
ometry the flat potential is assumed within the device are
demarcated by hard walls. The relevant wave function
are thus eigenfunctions of the free-electron Schröding
equation with zero values at the boundaries.

To estimate the magnetance of the considered devic
let us first summarize wave function properties of the
separated circular cavity. In polar coordinates eigenfun
tions are determined by zeros of Bessel functionsJm at
the cavity radiusR and we have

c6
l,msr , ud  cl,m Jmskl,mrde6imu , (8)

where kl,m  xl,myR with xl,m being thelth zero of the
Bessel functionJm, and cl,m is the normalization factor.
The quantum numberm ( m  0, 1, 2, . . . ) represents the
angular momentum6sh̄ympdm which is closely related
to the vorticity defined by Eq. (4). The eigenstates o
1711
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spinless electrons are twofold degenerated with respec
the sign of the momentum.

Only the azimuthal component of the probability cur
rent density for given eigenenergyEl,m might be nonzero,
and it is given as follows:

jusrd  Al,m
h̄

mp

m
r

c2
l,m J2

mskl,mrd , (9)

whereAl,m is given by the difference of weight factors
Al,m  ja

s1d
l,m j2 2 ja

s2d
l,m j2, representing amplitudesa

s1d
l,m

and a
s2d
l,m of eigenfunctions with positive and negative

values of the orbital momentum, respectively. In the equ
librium case the problem has time reversal symmetry r
quiring equality of weight factors and the total momentu
vanishes.

Attaching a wire the wave functionscsr , ud given
by Eq. (8) become modified by a coupling with plan
waves. Assuming a small window between wire an
cavity, much less than R, wave functionscsr , ud will
be only slightly modified. The main effect will be
a level broadening represented by the spectral dens
gl,msEd with sharp maxima at energiesE > El,m. Wave
functions representing states with the same direction
the probability flow in the window region will be much
more easily matched together than those with oppos
flow directions. In the current currying regime the
amplitude of cavity wave functions matched with inciden
plane wave will be thus enhanced giving rise to circulatin

FIG. 2. Energy dependence of the magnetanceMyDm (a) and
transmission coefficientT (b) in the vicinity of the resonance
for l  1 and m  3. Device geometry is the same as tha
in Fig. 1 andE1 denotes the energy of the lowest transvers
modeE1  p2 h̄2y2mpw2.
1712
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currents. Corresponding magnetance may be estima
by choosing a proper value of theAl,msEd entering
Eq. (9). Inserting the current densityjusrd, Eq. (9), into
the expression for the magnetance, Eq. (7), we get

MsEFd
Dm

> mp
B

X
l,m

Al,msEFd m gl,msEFd , (10)

where m
p
B  eh̄y2mpc is the effective Bohr magneton.

Because of the dominating role of the spectral dens
gl,msEd a resonance character of the magnetance is
pected. Sincegl,msEd is proportional tomp the magne-
tance is of the purely topological origin.

As an example, the energy dependence of the mag
tance and the transmission coefficient close to the re
nance for l  1 and m  3 is shown in Fig. 2. The
corresponding current density distribution forEF indi-
cated by arrows is presented in Fig. 1. Four phase-cut e
points represent vortex centers. Three of them are loca
close to the cavity center giving rise to pronounced circ
lating current. For a fixed window region the broadenin
of cavity levels becomes weaker for larger radiusR giving
rise to more pronounced resonances as seen in Fig. 3
For R . 1.8 w a more complicated resonance structu
appears due to states with different quantum numbersl.

For a quite well separated resonance the magneta
peak height may be estimated by equality of the curre
originated in the cavity eigenfunction, Eq. (8), and th
of the single wire, Eq. (5), in the common region, i.e., i

FIG. 3. MagnetanceMyDm at zero temperature (a) and a
the temperature0.05 E1ykB (b) as function of the cavity radius
for fixed window width 5wy4. The dashed line represents
estimation for resonance maxima, Eq. (11). The dash-dot
line is the result of the semiclassical treatment.
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the area of overlapping circular and strip regions. Th
condition gives

Al,msEr d
h̄gsEr d

mp
m

Z R

R2d
c2

l,mJ2
mskl,mrd

dr
r

>
1
h

1
pw

Z w

w2d
sin2 py

w
dy , (11)

where d is the width of the common region,d  w 1

R 2 y0, with y0 being the distance of the cavity cente
from the bottom wire edge. This estimation is in goo
agreement with the values obtained by direct evaluati
of Eq. (7), as shown in Fig. 3(a).

The above amplitude estimation, Eq. (11), assumes
ideal coupling allowing an easy transfer of the inciden
wave with transmission coefficientT approaching unity.
Out of the ideal coupling a reflection will take place an
T will decrease. However, far enough from the resonan
the mixing of plane waves with eigenfunction of the
separated cavity becomes less effective and transmiss
will be enhanced. This typical energy dependence
shown in Fig. 2(b).

At finite temperatures the magnetance is given by th
following expression:

Msm, Td
Dm

 2
1

Dm

Z ≠f0sEd
≠m

MsEd dE , (12)

where f0sEd denotes the Fermi-Dirac distribution func-
tion andMsEd is the zero temperature magnetic momen
given by Eq. (7). The resulting magnetance at a nonze
temperature is shown in Fig. 3(b). For high enough tem
peratures resonances will fully be smeared out and t
magnetance should approach values obtained by a se
classical treatment. Since the averaged density of sta
g scales with the cavity areakgl > smpyhh̄dEF pR2 and
m , Ryw, the approximate scaling of the magnetanc
with R3 is expected.

The semiclassical description of the studied ballist
transport can be based on the billiard model [10]. Ele
trons are injected uniformly over the wire widthw and with
the probability1

2 cosf along the direction represented by
the anglef with respect of the wire axis. As expected
the resulting magnetance, shown in Fig. 3(b), approach
mean values obtained by full quantum-mechanical trea
ment.

The same qualitative features of the magnetance are
pected for any cavity defined by a potential of the circula
symmetry. We have found that resonances are very sta
with respect of the radius modulation (DRsudykRl , 0.1)
and potential fluctuations less than the energy level se
aration of the unperturbed cavity. The electron-electro
interaction, which was not taken into account, should n
change the magnetance structure qualitatively.

Impurity potentials within the wire area have a destruc
tive effect on the magnetance. They suppress the tra
mission coefficient and, consequently, the current flo
along the window between wire and cavity, which is re
sponsible for the magnetance peak height as discus
is
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above, Eq. (11). They also give rise to additional vor-
tices of the uncontrollable orientation within the wire re-
gion. The resulting richer magnetance structure can be
very easily smeared out by the temperature. This destruc
tive effect will be even more effective for wider, multi-
mode, wires.

In real systems the probability to have impurities within
the wire region might be lowered by shortening the wire
length. A similar device, but with centrally attached
wires represented by point contacts, has already bee
realized [11]. The proper design could also allow one to
control cavity area by top gates. To observe resonance
the energy level separation of the isolated cavity has to
be larger than the thermal energykBT . For the device
fabricated from a GaAs-AlGaAs heterostructure it limits
the cavity radius,Rfmmg , 0.2y

p
T fKg . For example,

assumingR , 0.5 mm resonances could be indicated by
a fluxmeter allowing measurements with accuracy102mB,
which is in principle within experimental reach [12]. The
contribution of noncirculating currents cannot be easily
excluded by experimental setup, as has been done in ou
theoretical treatment. Under the standard conditions o
the fixed applied current it will be, however, responsible
for a monotonic background only.
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